
"And I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal, and, lo, there was a great earthquake; 
and the Sun became black as sackcloth ofhair, and the moon became as blood... " 

- Rev. 6:12 (Judgements from the sixth seal to be opened by The Lion of Judah...) 

N
ot far from our home there is a quiet little place where I can gaze down over the 
coastal sand dunes of Perth. It is here, on top of the escarpment some 300 
metres above sea level, that I am now sitting. I can see the small groups of 
buildings and criss-crosses of roadways that define the city and its immediate 

suburban sprawl. At a glance, it all looks calm and somewhat picturesque. 
Off in the distance, some forty kilometres away, I can see the thin blue line of the 

Indian Ocean as it waits patiently offshore. On the horizon, delicately balanced on four 
fragile footings atop "broadcast hill", is a large water tower ovcr near the three network 
studios. Overhead, faint wisps of white clouds sprinkle the blue sky, reminding me of the 
days when we used to have enough rain to fill our dams and to water our crops. 

It's odd: as I sit here I am reminded of the fictional story of Superman's father, Jor-el, 
who tried to warn his fellow citizens of the impending nova of their star. Try as he might 
to tell the people of his conclusions, Jor-el was muzzled to the end by the powers that ran 
the planet, because his warnings were thought likely to disturb the populace of the planet 
who preferred to believe the official scientists' opinion on the issue. Officially there was 
no danger of a nova, yet Jor-el was so sure that he sent his only son off to safety in a 
spacecraft just before their star exploded, destroying all life on his planet. 

At the risk of sounding even more melodramatic, I must say that up until the second 
week of February this year, I did seriously consider holding back certain conclusions 
made from the new geophysical data I've accumulated, for fear of starting a general panic. 
However, when I put things into a proper perspective, I realised no one would take me 
seriously anyway because I'm not an accredited source of information in the key fields of 
seismology, solar phenomena, climatology and biblical prophecy-all of which encom
pass what I will say to you 6Oday. I am just an interested party. 

Therefore, I can safely say that what I am about to tell you is only my correlation of 
what I 'believe' to be valid data with what I 'believe' to be the inviolate prophetic writings 
contained in the Bible. 

During the next ten years, the people of Earth will be at great risk of becoming extinct 
like the dinosaurs. We are at threat from new spectral emission levels in the Sun which 
may signal a major phase-change in its energy output; we are at threat from earthquakes 
whose triggering is related to the fluctuations of the Sun and of the Earth's orbit; we are at 
threat from changing climates which are killing off our traditional 'bread basket' cropping 
regions; we are at threat from volcanic eruptions which spew gas, lava and debris into the 
atmosphere, causing erratic climate and catastrophic weather like a 'nuclear winter'; we 
are at threat from the increased likelihood of severe meteor impacts on the Earth; and we 
are at threat from the loss of sufficient potable water to supply even the most basic of bio
logical necessities. We are at a situation of "Imminent Threat" (IT). 

CONSIDER THE SUN 
I wrote an article for the Dec'92-Jan'93 issue of NEXUS Magazine (vo1.2#11) which 

dealt with recent findings concerning the Sun's apparently unusual behaviour over the last 
400 years. It was entitled, "It's All Happening Now!" I draw your attention to a few key 
paragraphs from that article to lay the groundwork for the rest of my argument: 
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"... there is a growing debate in various scientific circles as to 
whether or not the Sun is actually shrinking at the moment. One 
of the main rproponents of such a theory is astronomer John Eddy 
of the Genter for Astrophysics at the High Altitude Observatory at 
Boulder, Co'lorado in the USA. Although John has made one 
rather controversial statement regarding the young Earth concept' 
[Eddy's statement is that Earth is less than 10,000 years old-Ed.], 
he has certainly attracted a lot of peer support fOJ the work he and 
his co-worker, Aram Boornazian, have done on the shrinking solar 
diameter theory. 

"Eddy and Boornazian l researched astroIjomical data from as far 
back as 1567AD to find that there was no doubt that the diameter 
of the Sun is smaller now than it was then. To their surprise, they 
found that the US Naval Observatory in Washington had been 
keepinrg records which agreed with their data from at least 
1840AD forward J (see Chart No.1: Solar Diameter Changes, 
1840-1950). Their data showed the Sun has truly been shrinking 
at the rate of 16 kilometres rper year. Were that shrinkage to con
tinue at the same linear rate for another 96,000 years, the Sun 
would no IongeT exist. 

"On 31 st July this year [1992), Dr Robert Jastrow, who formerly 
headed the prestigious Goddard Institute of Space Studies for 20 
years and who now directs the George C. Marshall Institute which 
specialises in defence and environmental issues, stated that global 
warming may be due to changes in the Sun rather than to the so
called, 'Greenhouse Effect'. 

"If the Sun is shrinking, it may reach a point where it will col
lapse into a smaller star complete with a different spectral emis
sion signature. In the process, it may produce violent magnetic 
field changes, massive shifts in the solar wind density, changes in 
the orbit of the planets and may even cause the ejection of its cur
rent surface layer as a 'cooler' fragmented shell of matter into the 
orbits of the inner planets. This could cause changes in the l,ight 
levels from the Sun as well as changes in the visible solar spec
trum, which might even cause the colour of the Moon to change 
for a short time. Debris may actually hit the Earth shourld the 
outer solar shell blow off; and the Earth may be moved to sway on 
its own axis due to solar gravitational changes." 

Chart No.1: Solar Diameter Changes, 1840-11950 
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The Sun has been shrinking, and for SDme undisclosed reason 
the ozone layer is now weakening to ~he point that UV penetration 
is a serious health hazard to all who dwell on tile Earth's surface. 
Are the two phenomena linked? I must also point out that even 
though the diameter of the Sun has been decreasing on Chart No. 
I, I have just received an as yet unconfirmed report that the solar 
diameter has increased by over one hundred kilometres in the last 
two years. If indeed this proves correct, then something extraordi
nary may be on .the way. 

Recently I was talking on the phone with an old friend of mine 
who once worked for US Army intelligence (CID). With him was 
another friend of his (we shall just call him "Frank") who had 
asked to speak with me. 

"Frank" told me that he had read my book (The Cosmic 
Conspiracy) which he had borrowed from my 'CID' mate. "Frank" 
went on to say that he had made the acquaintance of a Colonel 
Charles Beckwith who established the well-known seclJtityand 
anti-,terrorist strike unit called "Delta Force". 

According to Frank,H while he was in a FOom with Colonel 
Beckwith at his home one day, "Frank" presented the Colonel with 
a copy of my book, The Co-smic Conspiracy. The Co'lonel was in 
the middle of receiving a fax and was not paying much attention to 
"Frank"'s prater about ,the wonders of my book, so "Frank" picked 
a page at random and began to read from the book. The page held 
discussions about Pine Gap and Project Noah's Ark-both of 
which relate to underground cities Which have been buiJIt to shield 
key personnel from climatic catastrophe and/or nuclear attack. 

According to "Frank", when the Colonel heard the names "Pine 
Gap" and "Noah's Ark" he whirled around from the fax machine 
and exclaimed, "Whoever that guy ,is, he's a traitor to the USA! 
Those bases and the weather problems carry an extremely high 
security classification!" The convers.ation ended and Colonel 
Beckwith died of a heart attack a few weeks later at home in bed. 
However, his words live on through "Frank", and I thought it nec
essary to share them with you on this occasion. 

"Frank" then told! me that another "friend" of his (highly placed 
in the FBI) had told him that in 1991 an entire outer ~ayer  (pre
sumably, the corona) of the Sun had virtually disappeared, and 

that this was of grave concern to both 
the scientific community and the gov

, 

ernment. This has h~ppened before dur
ing 1650AD to 1690AD (a period 
astronomers call the "Maunder 
Minimum") when there was an extreme 
shortage of sunspot activity." This begs 
the questions: Is something really 
wrong with our Sun? Why would some
one make up such a hard-to-believe 

o '\PI'~\~i?V";\<!l  story? 
I discovered by accident from a US '"i "t. IL 

Air Force officer at a sol.ar observation 
/ ~\t station that the Sun has been emitting a 

new band of spectral emissions since):;.'< 

Apparently these two phe
nomena have caused many lead,ing 
astrophysicists to look for a new set of 

~ \!~ thermodynamic equations to describe 
how a star really works. At first, the 

~)
~ ~~

V	 officer did not seem overly concerned 
about the-se two items, yet when I ques
tioned him for more detail, he abruptly 
terminated the discussion. 
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SOLAR EARTHQUAKE TRIGGERS 
There have been some professional references in recent years to 

the possibility that the solar winds, through its coupling to the 
Earth's magnetic field, may trigger movements in the core plasma 
of the pilanet and, hence, may trigger volcanic eruptions and/or 
earthquakes as well. 

Furthermore, the production of sunspots has been proven to be 
inertially linked to the "rate of change of the angular momentum 
of the Sun about the centre of mass of the Sun and the five outer 
planets. "6 This link is at better than 92 per cent correlation, and 
provides a definite link to changes in our climate through solar 
energy patterns caused by planetary movements. 

I have been able to get a fairly high correlation between sunspot 
activity and planetary orbital motions ("planetary alignments"). 
You will see this data in the charts I included in The Cosmic 
Conspiracy book. High degrees of heliocentric planetary align
ments produce more sunspots, which means that lower degrees of 
alignment produce fewer sunspots. 

When the planetary alignment is fairly high, and then suddenly 
drops way out of alignment and stays that way for a month or so, 
solar wlind production is high, as is the number of earthquakes. 
These point to changes in the angular momentum of the Sun. The 
recent Kobe earthquake in Japan occurred right in the very week 
that the historic sunspot data said was the likely trigger "window". 

Another recent paper has suggested that the change in atmos
pheric density due to heating from the solar wind may significant
ly alter the weight of atmospheric gases over diverse regions of 
the planet, thus causing a triggering effect on fault-lines which are 
ready to release pent-up pressures from other causes. 

I reached out on the InterNet with my computer to places like 
the Goddard Space Center and the prestigious US Geological 
Survey (USGS) to acquire data on solar wind velocities and 
sunspot activities, as Iboth are interrelated. 

I was able to get back enough data to mn some comparisons of 
the change in solar wind energy densities to the occurrence of 
earthquakes. To my utter amazement, I saw a close correlation of 
91 per cent between the increases of solar output and the increases 
in earthquake OCCUFfences during the 1967-]993 period (see Chart 
NO.2: Global Earthquakes, 1963-1993). This correlation was 
between the frequency of sunspots and the nU!!1ber of earth
quakes-not the magnitudes. 

Since the sunspot data was easier to analyse for long-term varia
tions in solar output levels, and because the solar wind data was 

very good for short cycle variations, I ran a combined analysis of 
[he two data curves. I found that major earthquakes and major 
storm act~vity  occurred in time with the peak lows and the peak 
highs of the combined data curves. 

The resulting plots showed a long cycle of about 350 years 
which is to reach a peak in the immediate future. This means 
there will be a period of minimum sunspot numbers and maximum 
earthquake damage. We can also expect maximum solar wind and 
other solar emissions (see Chart No.3: Sunspots, 1749-1992). 
Local climates over the entire world will have extremes of hot and 
cold weather and of wet and dry seasons. 

If my assumptions are correct, we are approaching a most disas
trous time which will peak around 1999-2002. Also during this 
time we can expect the solar corona to disappear-if it hasn't 
already! The Sun has been showing signs of irregular light emis
sion, so we may see a unique display of stellar mechanics as well. 

-" 

WHAT SAY THE PROPHETS? 
Biblical prophecy states the Sun will become very reddish black 

in colour with small pinholes of bright lights skining through for a 
short time at the end of "this age". It also says this will cause the 
Moon to appear dark red, similar to the colour of blood. Some of 
the students of the Zohar believe the duration ,of this darkness is to 
be about two weeks. 

"Before and after this t,ime, great heat will scorch the Earth's 
surface andl men will hide in caves and under mountains to escape 
the heat. Huge blood-coloured hailstones will fall in abundance, 
and the Earth will rock on its axis of spin like a drunken man. The 
storms will increase in violence with fierce lightning and thunder. 
Earthquakes will increase in number and intensity; and an asteroid 
of huge size will fall into one of the major oceans, killing one third 
of the sea life of Earth and all those on the sea in that area." 

Nostradamus apparently reveals there wiIl be astronomical 
problems with the Sun and with earthquakes as well: 

"1:46 - Very near Ailch, Lectoureand Mirande a great fire will 
fall from the sky for three nights. The cause will appear both stu
pefying and marvellous; shortly afterwards there will be an earth
quake. Meteorites hit south-western France and cause earth
quakes. 

~  :87 - Earthshaking fire from 'the centre of the Earth will cause 
tremors around the new city... 

2:3 - Be'cause of the heat of the Sun upon the sea, the fish 
around Negrepont will become half cooked... 

2:41 ~ The great star will bum for seven 

Chart No.2: Global Earthquakes, 1963-1993' ,. days and the cloud will malke the Sun 
appear double... 

6:88 = The Pyrenean mountains will 
console him when in May [May is the most 
active month for earthquakes in our data

• Sunspots bases] there will be earth tremors. 
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through!... For storms will rage and oceans roar!... A fiery 
Dragon will cross the sky! Six times before this Earth shall die!... 

"For seven days and seven nights man will watch this awesome 
sight. The tides will rise beyond their ken! To bite away the 
shores, and then! The mountains will begin to roar! And earth
quakes split the plain to shore. 

"And flooding waters, rushing in! Will flood the lands with such 
a dinJ That mankind cowers in muddy fen! And snarls about his 
fellow men. 

"He bares his teeth and fights and kills! And secrets food in 
secret hills. And ugly in his fear, he lies! To kill marauders, 
thieves and spies... 

"...The oceans rise to mount the shore.! 
And lands will crack and rend anew... " 

HISTORIC EARTHQUAKE DATA '~,I~1Jfi,(!~~:IVL~(Jl!a.!J(j9l;3!wy:e«Jr~;, 

When I began to analyse the earth- .rJ~,lfttH~f"":'Mi~~''''C"'~;','eak~"';ftIfJ~  

quake dat.a o~ the 91 0,000 record~d"~?f;,,,l,H;;,t*1~4"tfi,~~;,~?-J,.t,',~'@,','';',~,~',J,  :1,;tiB,h,;,,';~,"-t""',;>,~,l,',~""j"."~'z",~'1"~'  

shakes which IS stored, at the USGS' In «!J!lmepl,t~!~t~n~~~'l!1~>~~!l,'te;!!,$:s,~  

Denver, Colorado, I q.Ulckly reahsed that ,!'>i,',',:~1,·",.~,',;~a),·,'·''~~«r,·~.',t,",'ill,l:fDiI,'"!?3",*,',D,'''ei,'i~~,U,r,~Of,' .,; fm~i 

the pubhc (not the mlhtary) quake data- J*.!,$~~!:~,,~~~~~~;,5~1lc,Jl('Q~}<fl1'1~;ft""~;<;';" 

bases suffered from a l~ck of accuratelmu:umYPJ~PO~P,9.tlnq~§NS$ilrJt:I~  

data before 1960, and, III fact, that the .."~,~,,ti,"1il,','tU~~ilii.lrag·~~~,:',"', ',~,~,-'m,' 'p,'.~","..Jf'~,'ir
most reliable data was from 1980 to now~~~.!:.,eH';ftt~rn~ ~I~~~,f~~~ ~~"'~,~, .~~~:

f . '1' .' 'iIl~  .,.1M .,q,\, "',,"'; 'w,·,·"", 1.\.""",, " ~,...,because 0 f teah ddIlion" 
0 more CIVI lan~~.i;rR'~#:}i'~t'~:i1't;Wl ~'~~"",t'l~;·;,"F;;';'l%t, ? "~",,,;t 

seismological stations of greater sensitivi
ty. 

You can see by Chart No.2 that one of three things has 
occurred: (a) either a 947 per cent increase in earthquakes has 
occurred globally, or (b) 947 per cent more shakes have been 
recorded due to the increased number of, and more sensitJive, mon
itoring stations set up since 1960, or (c) that there has been a sig
nificant increase in earthquakes as well as an increase in detection 
equipIJlent, and that somewhere in between lies the actual rate of 
increase. However, the bottom line can be found by reading 
newspapers over the last ten years for rreports of earthquake dam
age in the more densely populated areas. Using this method, the 
increase in sen-ous quakes has been at least 60 per cent over the 
last decade, while the damage bills are astronomical ones measur
ing in the hundreds of billions of US dollars. 

Now the explanation of increased detection abilities would 
explain a lot of the increase-but mot aU. I took the liberty of get
ting regional data from Japan, Alaska, Canada and the Middle East 
to determine if there was an increase in shake numbers between 
1960 and 1994 from their local records which are very constant 

I Chart No.3: Sunspots,1749-1993 
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and unaffected by additional stations. Well, tlte lowest ,increase I 
found was 48 per cent, and the highest was 238 per cent! 

I was not satisfied with this, so I called upon some leading 
Australian seismorogists to ask them how to filter out the increase 
in shake numbers caused rsimply by having more detectors with 
increased sensitivities. l1hey told me that taking the shake num
bers /having a magnitude of, say, Richter 5.0 to 5.5 and above 
would yield a closer to correct counb, because anything of tpat 
magnitude would be ,picked up by the required 10 stations any
where on the globe. When I tried their suggestion, the increase 
figures were around a significant 68 pelF cent. 

I also discovered there is an 
increasing number of strong earth
quakes occurring deeper than 70 
kilometres, wnich may indicate a 
previously unknown set of tec~onic  

plate movements at depth,--The 
Kobe shake was the result of a new 
an~  more destructive breed of qU~ke  

whLch has up an~ down (or vertical 
componenb) motIOns. ~er~ few of 
I[h~  Japanes,e or US 'butldlngs are 
b_Ullt to resist vertical component 
shakes. They are all built for side

(h' I )ways or OrIzonta component 
shakes. 

According to a rrecent report from 
Osaka University, almost all of the modem Japanese buildings and 
bridges are designed to stand 'Up against horizontal forces of 20 to 
30 per cent of their weight, while the same structures aFe only 
built to withstand half as much movement vertically. 

THE MYStERUS OF BUREAUCRACY 
Just a month after the Kote earthquake, when over 5,000 people 

had died in the latest of a growing number of serious earthquakes, 
an astounding a!]Jlouncement was made in Washington. Trhe fed
eral agency which has maintaine.dl ~arge databases on earthquake 
phenomena and which constantly monitors the planet for quake 
patterns and occurrences is to be closed down this year! 

The well-mown US Geo'logical Survey is to be shut at the onset 
of what appears to be a massive increase in devastating quakes, 
The USGS rapidly transmits earthquake locations and magnitudes 
to elTIergency response groups, transportation officials, municipal 
organisations and to the news media. They help to anticipate 
m<tor quakes and give early warnings when they are able. Bul 

I
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then, who needs to know all that stuff any
way? Right? "Let's just shut them down!" 

Odd, isn't it? Especial1y so, when you 
consider a report in a January 1995 issue of 
the science journal, Nature, which stated 
that seismologists were concemed that 
southern California could be at risk from 
far more devastating earthquakes than pre
viously thought. 

It is also odd when you consider that, 
just last month, teams of US scientists were 
spotted flying in formations arou.nd the 
areas of Los Angeles to the south and over 
the Ventura Basin in those nifty rblack heli
copters, frantically trying to map the myri
ad new fault-lines that they have 'suddenly' 
discovered. 

However, the presence of these black 
helicopters has triggered a rather sobering 
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thought. Suppose that my conclusions conccrning the increase in 
serious earthquakes and climatic change are correct. Suppose, fur
thermore, the US Government has known about this approaching 
devastation for some time-say, for twenty years or more. 

Suppose, as well, the Defence Department's mobile, nuclear test 
monitoring units have also provided the Defence Department's 
Shake Lady Project with enough data to predict with an 85 per 
cent accuracy when and where the major shakes are going to occur 
in the US. 

Now, consider what you would do if you were the official in 
charge of the Government's Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA). You would not be able to ten everyonc how 
clever your classified 'nuclear-test-ban-violation' computer had 
been for fear of telling the 'enemy' (whoever that ooght be at thc 
time). You would agree that ,the USGS data is redundant, lacking 
in accuracy compared with the military data, 
and that its funding could. be spent in wiser 
ways. You would not be able to make an 
official announcement because of the almost 
instantaneous damage it would do to various 
local real estate values and other portions of 
the economy. 

You would have to look at the 'big pic
ture'. You would have to consider how best 
to protect America as a whole from the com
ing destruction. At this point you would 
determine how to protect key industries 
including agriculture, water, electronics, 
energy, transportation, communications and 
housing. To this end, you would start quiet
ly buying real estate in the safer regions like 
Denver and other p'laces along the east side ,of the Rockies. You 
would move the key and transportable industries out of harm's 
way. You would start stockpiling agricultural goods in undeF
ground 'safe silos' in the higher, mountainous regions. 

You would also set up emergency response teams to handle 
evacuations, provide martial law, food, water, me'dical care and so 
forth. You would establish high-density shelters in safe arcas for 
use by the thousands of selected survivors your choppers and con
verted jet transports would fly to safety. These barbed-wire enclo
sures would be guarded to keep reporters and looters out to avoid 
the secret bcing blown too early. They would appear like concen
tration camps when, in reality, they would be protected enclosures 
for the chosen survivors. 

And, certainly, if you knew that the earthquakes were going to 
be triggered by an astounding series of solar energy bursts of great 
heat and force, you would want to keep the public in the dark (so 
to speak) as long as possible. The alternative of telling them 
would be so catastrophic that if the disaster you feared did not 
eventuate, then the panic you would have caused would have 
destroyed a nation-if not a world. 

You would want to avoid a complete breakdown of social order 
and morale at the very time you would need every pcrson doing 
his or her job, so that at least a small percentage of the human race 
might survive the holocaust with at least the basics of modern 
technology at their disposal in their underground shelters (Project 
Noah's Ark?). 

You would also have realised that, pragmatically, a certain num
ber of consuming humans would need to die anyway to compen
sate for the dwindling and destroyed resources. 

And, finally, when you had stockpiled and secured enough 
industry and defence capability and sufficient key personnel to run 
a post-disaster skeletal civilisation of some sort, you would tum to 
the public to warn them in subtle ways about their unfortunate cir-
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cumstance. You would create 'disaster prophets' with astounding 
accuracy who would share information 'unofficially' with the pub
lic in those last few moments before the great quakes would start. 
They would appear on national television, and some of those who 
believed their warnings would make preparations to meet their 
uncertain futures. 

You would have made disaster movies to gradually educate the 
people in the art of surviving such disasters. You would have con
ducted numerous 'how to survive' campaigns as a part of the gen
eral education of the public, so that no suspicions would be 
aroused. 

Yes, you and I would have faced the same terrible dilemma: 
"Who lives? Wbo dies? Is our loyalty to the future or to the pre
sent? .. " 

In conclusion of this section, I must tell you something that I 
have kept to myself since 1979. I 

have been an 'unofficialleak'for 
classified data concerning both 
the global disasters and the alien
UFO scenarios I have told you 
about. I have had cla,ssified doc
uments and data 'leaked' to me so 
that I might be an unofficial and 
unqualified source of warning to 
you and many others like you. 
Like many other 'leaks' I've heard 
about, I was given information 
that I could distribute as long as I 
did not start a panic in the com
munity, and as long as I did not 
name my sources. Had I let 

things get out of hand, I would have been discredited as a bogus 
information source. 

I will break with par,t of my instruction by telling you that some 
of those leaks were data files from the classified Shake Lady 
Project in the US. The accuracy of the earthquake data from 
Shake Lady was ten times greater than anything USGS records on 
their database. Although I Itend to believe that Shake Lady was a 
code-name for a massive data-gathering and analysis program 
using some supercomputer, I have thought that "Shake Lady" 
might refer to some woman with psychic abilities like Gordon
Michael Scallion. Who knows? 

Others were data files or photos given to me in hard copy or on 
discs from other organisations including restricted research pro
jectj at certain American universities. Not all of these sources will 
agree with my breaking silence on this issue at this time, but I am 
certain that no panic will start on the basis of my testimony alone. 
If it does, well someone will probably try to tear some more 
shreds off my crcdibility. Bon chance! 

The time is so near and the preparations are so close to comple
tion that most of the formerly classified information will be gradu
ally released to you at an official level anyway. Watch for violent 
weather, ncar-Earth asteroid rcports, new and renewed volcanoes, 
super-heated underwater geysers in the north-eastern Pacific, 
problems with the Sun and increases in the big quakes. Look for 
the release of this information in the public media. I am reluctant 
to say it, but you will soon see that our 'what if scenario is real... 

DO WE HAVE A FUTURE? 
Gordon-Michael Scallion's earthquake predictions have not 

been 100 per cent accurate in either their timing or their size, as he 
has told us. However, thcy have been accurate enough for me to 
realise that his predictions arc reliable enough to consider-no 
matter what his source is. I have found that his 'windows' for 
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Chart No.4: Annual Earthquake Frequencies by Day, 1980-1994 
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shake predictions usually fall within the ten windows I have 
observed in my Chart No.4: Annual Earthquake Frequencies by 
Day, 1980-1994. This chart is purely a plot of the number of 
earthquakes occurring all over the planet on a given day. 
Although Gordon-Michael's source of data is far more specific 
thah mine can be, I am sure his event windows are correct for the 
most part, 

He does predict severe earthquakes for this year in the Palm 
Springs region of California and near the New Madrid fault-line as 
well. In fact, he also predicts severe earthquakes in Sri Lanka, 
India, Turkey and the Middle East. 

By using my rather primitive-yet logical-method of guessing 
when and where shakes might eventuate, I, too, can safely say by 
analysing trends ip past data that shakes wHi occur west of -the 
Rockies, up the New Madrid fault-line in the middle of North 
America, in Japan, in the Middle !East, in the Indonesian region, in 
New Zealand's north lsland, in Turkey, in eastern China, in 
Washington State, in the Aleutian Islands, in Oregon, in California 
and in Iran. I can also teU you the most likely dates for these 
shakers to stl'ike during any year by using a very simple line graph 
of previous shake data. 

In Chart No.4, I have plotted the numbers of earthquakes per 
day from ID980-1994. You will see that three to five major 'win
dows' and another five minor 'windows' of shake events are opvi
ous. One is in mid-January; another two (perhaps the most power
ful) are in the first and last weeks of May; another is in June; 
another in October; and yet another in November to December. 
US.e the chart and see for yourself. 

The decrease in sunspot activity seems to be causing an 
increase, globally, in the number of eartllquakes as far as [ can tell 
at this point. The growth rate is alarmingly high! 

Using local or regional earthquake data for Japan, the South 
Pacific, the Aleutians, California, etc., I think I will be able to p.re
dict some of the major shakes with an acceptable degree of accu
racy in time; but until such time, I, too, will be reading every word 
Scallion prints, and giving his data close attention as it is far more 
informative than mine can be. If you haven't seen NBC's two 

video programs, Ancient Prophecies (Parts I & II), you must do 
so. They tell you an awful lot about Scallion's gift and his predic
tions. 

WHAT DO I DO? 
As the solar sunspot cycles come to an all-time low in the t995

2005 decade, it is quite possible all the predi.cted great disasters 
will manifest. I once thought they would occur in the 1982-84 
period, but I did not have as much data then as I do now. So, I 
think we may safely use rhe solar energy output graphs to predict a 
most uncommon decade ahead of us. 

If you are considering my opinion or Scallion's predictions to be 
somewhere close to the truth, then you must be asking yourself, 
"What can I do to survive the coming catastrophes?" There are 
two aspects to consider in answering this question. 

If you believe that there is no afterlife for you when you die, 
then your options are limited! to th.e physical preparatjons that 
mi~t  extend your life a bit. You would be well-advised to collect 
a group of like-minded people around you to ensure some sort of 
tribal protection should you survive the coming disasters. You 
should try to move to areas that do not have old vdfcanoes or rum
bling fault-lines. 

You would also be well-advised to stockpile key resources fike 
fuel, food, water, water stills, pedal transports, boats in some 
cases, short-wave radios, clothing, boots, large-brimmed hats, sun
glasses, first-aid kits, tools (screwdrivers, saws, hammers, chisels, 
knives, Shovels, water canteens, cable-cutters, ropes, ladders, com
passes, eating utensils, matc,hes, flints, magnifying glasses), 
weapons (for hunting and defence), books on survival techniques 
in your part of the world, bedding, toilet paper, washing pans, 
towels, burn creams and many more 'indispensable' items of mod
em life... 

But then, if you !lad an this stuff, where would you keep it? 
How would you transport it? How would you afford to buy it? 
How long could you protect yourself from the 'looters' who would 

Continued on page 7(J 
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Continued from page 16 

certainly surface? The questions may seem 
so daunting that your current life becomes 
a sort of 'false reality' in which there are no 
global threats and in which there is a con
tinuance of life the way it has always 
been... Viva post hoc; ergo viva prompter 
hoc. I am reminded of Neville Shute's On 
the Beach scenario. 

If, however, you believe that there is an 
afterlife for you when you die, then your 
options are not limited to the physical 
preparations. Certainly, you should still 
choose your domicile Wisely, based upon 
what limited information you might gain 
beforehand. 

However, your mind will be more open 
to direction from unseen intelligences and 
powers (whether they be for good or for 
evil). Your first consideration will always 
be to consider the long-term view of your 
life after this one. Your life in this world 
will not hold as much value as it once did 
because you will be preparing for the bet
ter, longer life... (Here, I must remind you 
that I speak from a Judeo-Christian per
spective of Life, Death, The Universe and 
that sort of thing.) 

We must all be discerning in our choice 
of spiritual help during these troubled 
times. We must seek oul the advice of 
those beings who really are from the 
Creator of the Universe-not the ones who 
falsely pose cleverly as true 'messengers of 
illumination, peace and security' from the 
Creator. The latter tend to be secretive and 
oriented to materialism. 

Certainly, preparing for physical needs is 
important for the spiritual person as well, 
but it will be a preparation based upon 
sharing rather than sequestering of 
resources. The Aboriginal people of 
Australia have had this philosophy for 
thousands of years. It is so foreign to us in 
the modem world that we do not recognise 
it as a valuable lesson-bul we shourd. 
Those of us who will survive the future in 
this world will have to learn from them or 
perish. There will be no other long-term 
solution. 

In fact, [ am reminded of a tale related to 
me by an Aboriginal friend of mine some 
twenty years ago. His grandfather was a 
fully-initiated tribal elder in One of the cen
tra~ tribes near the Alice. According to the 
"Old One" in the Dreamtime legends, there 
is a warning of the time when great cl1mat

~ 

ic disasters will strike Australia's coast
lines. During these times, there will be 
mass migrations of ·the Australian coastal 
dwellers inland to the hills and mountains. 
The Aborigines are told to prepare for that 
day so that they may help their white bro.th
ers to survive. Signs in the behaviour of 
emus, kangaroos and ants will tell them 
when the time is near. This would be a 
good time to make friends with the full
blood tr~bals  who do not need aU th.e 
'things' we would need to live in the bush. 
Why carry stuff you can make or harvest 
from the environment as they have done for 
generations? - ~ 

In many prophetic writings there are 
promises of a great and enduring period of 
peace on Earth after these large-scale disas
ters. The Bible predicts it; Mother Shipton 
predicts it; the Koran predicts it; and 
Nostradamus predicts it. My whole house
hold and I believe it will happen-so, if 
you don't mind, we will pray that you and 
your household will know the Truth of 
these things as well. Do consider the bibli
cal warnings and the promises of help dur
ing and after these terrible disasters. We 
will not be without real, physical and spiri
ltual help. We have never been 'alone'. 
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- Earthquakes and Solar Changes 

Continued from page 79 

Consider the following revelations and 
warnings from the "The Lion of Judah": 

Matt. 24:6 - And ye shall hear of wars 
and rumours of wars: see that ye be not 
troubled: for all these things must come to 
pass, but the end is not yet. 

Matt. 24:7 - For nation shall rise 
against nation, and kingdom against king
dom: and there shall be famines, and pesti
lences, and earthquakes, in divers places. 

Matt. 24:8 - All these are the beginning 
of sorrows... 

Rev. 8:5 - And the angel took the 
censer, and filled it with fire of the altar, 
and cast it into the earth: and there were 
voices, and thunderings, and lightnings, 
and an earthquake... 

Rev. 16: 12 - And I beheld when he had 
opened the sixth seal, and, 10, there was a 
great earthquake; and the Sun became 
black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon 
became as blood... " 

Rev. 16: 18 - And there were voices, 
and thunders, and lightnings; and there was 
a great earthquake, such as was not since 
men were upon the Earth, so mighty an 
earthquake, and so great... 

Ef you are concerned for your safety and 
that of your friends and family, then I 
encourage you to take solace as I have 
from the words of Yeshua (Jesus) Ben 
Elohim (the Son of God) who says that it is 
His Father's (the Creator's) wish that no 
soul on 'Earth shou'l'd perish and that every
one should have life everlasting. 00 

Footnotes: 
I. John Eddy, at 11978 conference: "I suspect...that 
!he Sun is 4,5 bmlon years old. However, given 
some new and unexpected results to the contrary and 
some time for frantic readjustment, I suspect that we 
could live with Bishop Usher's figure for the age of 
the Sun (approximately 6,000 years). I don't think 
we have much in the way of observational evidence 
in astronomy to conflict with that:' Taken from an 
article Iby Dr Andrew A. Snelling, entitled, "Is the 
Sun Shrinking?" in Creation, Ex Nihilo, vol. 11, no. 
I,Dec 1988 to Feb 1989, p. 15. 
2. John A. Eddy, and Aram A. Boomazian, "Secular 
Decrease in tbe Solar Diameter, 1863-1953", 
Bulletin ofthe American Astronomical Sociely, voL 
II, 1979, p. 437. 
3. Dr Andrew A. Snelling, "Is the Sun Shrinking?", 
Creation, Ex Nihilo, Dec 1988 to Feb 1989, vol. 11, 
IilO. 1, pp. 16-17. 
4. John A. lEddy, in Scientific American, May 1977, 
vol. 236, no. 5, pp. 80-92. Also on p. 83: "I am 
convinced that in the time 01 the Maunder minimum 
[1650AD-1690AD], the streamered corona was 

~ 

entirely absent m so dim that all one could see was 
the zodiacar light. .. .1 can find no description of a 
structured corona during any eclipse in any era 
before the Maunder Minimum!" 
5. Solar wind: a continuous flux of protons and 
electrons emitted from the solar corona at about 350 
to 700 kilometres pefi second. It is responsible for 
the d.eflecldon of comets' tails, and its collision with 
the Earth's magnetosphere produces shock waves in 
the Earth's magnetic field. 
6. P. D. Jose, "Sun's Motion. and Sunspots", Astra. 
J., no. 70,1965, pp. 193-200. 
7. For maps on earthquakes and hazard zones in . 
Australia, contact the Australian Geological 
Seismological Organisation (AGSO) sales office at: 
AGSO 
GPO Box378. ~;11""  

Canberra, ACT 2601, Australia 
Telephone: (06) 249 9519 
Facsimile: (06) 249 9982 
Professional enquiries may be made 10 Dr Kevin 
McCue on an InterNet e-maH address of: 
kevin@ausseis.gov.au 
For more global data on earthquakes, contact Dr 
Glen Reagor for the liarthquake Database 
Information Packet, at the: 
United States Geological Survey (USGS) 
National Earthquake Information Center 
Federal Center 
Box 25046, Mail Stop 967 
Denver, CO 80225-0046, USA 
Telephdne: (303) 273 8406 
Fax: (303) 273 8450 
InterNet e-mail address:hdf@neis.cr.usgs.gov 
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